Glacier M3 Series - PDA Style Handheld Computers
Model: M360/370, M340/M350
The M3 Series represents a new standard for data collection in a slim, light-weight, ergonomic design. Each model offers a full line of features and accessories for your mobile workforce, both inside and outside the four walls.

Glacier M3 Series Handheld Computers
Model: M300/M305
The M3 Series offers an innovative ergonomic design that is supper rugged and loaded with features. Priced right, the M300 & M305 offer an exceptional value and a full line of features and accessories.

Glacier Everest Fixed & Vehicle Mount Terminals
Model: E4500/E5000
The Everest E4500/E5000 are designed for forklift and vehicle mount applications where shock, vibration, extremes of temperature and airborne contaminants are the norm. The Everest is easily configurable to meet your technical & budget requirements. Whether receiving inventory, filling orders, moving freight or monitoring time and attendance, there is no better partner than an Everest. Display sizes available in 10”, 12” and 15”.

Glacier Everest Fixed & Vehicle Mount Terminals
Model: E2000 Windows CE
Windows CE is the operating system of choice for leading warehouse and distribution centers. Ideal for thin client, HTML and remote desktop applications, the Everest E2000 is designed for fixed and vehicle mount applications. Display sizes available in 10”, 12” and 15”. The E2000 covers a wide range of operating temperatures, custom onboard configuration utility, and Windows CE Thin Client is available.

Glacier Everest Fixed & Vehicle Mount Terminals
Model: S9000 Stainless Steel
The Everest S9000 stainless steel fixed terminal is the perfect choice when you need to meet tough hygienic and/or clean room requirements. A stainless steel housing, flush mount touch panel, IP65/NEMA 4 sealed rating, and 15” display sizes make the Everest S9000 a great solution for food processing, chemical, pharmaceutical, medical, outdoor kiosk or marine environments.
Glacier T508 – 8” Tablet
The Glacier T508 is the perfect 8 inch tablet for your toughest jobs in the field. Small, light-weight and rugged, the T508 tablet is designed with an ultra low power consumption and dual hot swappable batteries, providing up to 8 hours of continuous use.

Glacier T510K – 10” Tablet
The T510K portable tablet gives you the power of desktop computing in a slim, rugged design with a large 10 inch display and 23-key Keypad. Staying connected is easy with 802.11 b/g/n, Bluetooth, and integrated 3G/4G mobile broadband.

Glacier T707 - 7” Tablet
The T707 combines the functionality of a desktop, the portability of a tablet, and the convenience of a hand held in a rugged industrial form factor. Each system is certified MIL-STD 810G/F for sealing vibration and drop specs, comes standard with a 7” display for low-light conditions and the option of a 500 NIT sunlight-readable display. Communications options include Bluetooth, WIFI, and WLAN. Dual hot-swappable batteries provide workers with a full shift of power. Windows 7 Pro and dual cameras are standard.

Glacier T710 - 10” Tablet
The T710 is part of the family of rugged tablet computers offered by Glacier Computer. These mobile computers are built to MIL standards for sealing, vibration and drop specs. The 10.4” touch screen display comes with many configurable options or Glacier’s engineering team can create a customized version of this device. Standard options include a sunlight readable display and hot swappable batteries for up to 8 hours of battery life. In addition to dual cameras and a snap-in RFID module, the T710 offers a variety of accessories.